Welcome Home!

If you are assigned RESIDENCE HALL houses: N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V

Here is HOW you CHECK IN:

step 1: ENTER CAMPUS via MUIR COLLEGE DRIVE
Stop at the sign at Scholars Drive.

step 2: Turn LEFT on to SCHOLARS DRIVE

step 3: Turn LEFT into PARKING LOT P304. You will be directed where to park and walk up to pick up your keys and CHECK IN!

SAVE TIME! DO NOT ATTEMPT to go directly to your assigned space. You will not have access and will be turned back to begin with STEP 1.

🌟 750 FROSH will be moving-in in one day, so please ONLY ARRIVE during your assigned check in time to help keep things flowing. Plan to have moving in/settling and saying goodbye to your family as your primary agenda item for the day.

🌟 Please be patient and expect some lines and wait times. Note the campus construction could result in delays. This is YOUR FIRST DAY of your FIRST YEAR! SO exciting, stay cool and ENJOY THE RIDE!